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Abstract
Numerous strain measurement and damage detection techniques have been developed over
the last century. These techniques include strain gauges, digital image correlation,
radiography and ultrasonic inspections. All have various advantages, as well as
disadvantages, which make each suited to specific applications.
With the development of laser Doppler vibrometry, a number of techniques have been
established for non-destructive evaluation, such as the measurement of bending strain, as
well as damage detection using kinematic parameters, including displacement and
curvature. With recent advancements in laser Doppler vibrometry technology (such as 3D
scanning laser Doppler vibrometry for three-dimensional displacement measurements,
improved velocity decoders and increased spatial resolution) the door has been opened to
develop techniques for measuring surface strain from in-plane displacements, as well as
the development of new damage detection techniques based on the fundamental principle
of deformation:- the governing differential equation of displacement.
The extensive literature review contained in this thesis identified a number of gaps in the
field, including the evaluation of the accuracy of quasi-static bending strain measurements
using current 1D SLDV technology, the precision of full-field surface strain measurement
techniques utilising 3D SLDV, and new detection techniques based on the violation of the
governing differential equations of displacement. Thus, the research contained in this
thesis focussed on these areas.
The first part of this thesis presents an investigation into the use of 1D and 3D scanning
laser Doppler vibrometry for non-contact measurement of quasi-static bending strain in
beams and surface strain in plates, respectively. The second part presents a new damage
detection technique based on the governing differential equations of displacement in beam
and plate structures. Two algorithms are developed to determine a violation in the
governing differential equations created by either a delamination in a composite beam with
out-of-plane displacements, or by a crack in a plate with in-plane displacements.
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Nomenclature


– crack length



– variation coefficient of measured strain



– modulus of elasticity



– beat frequency measured at the photo detector of the laser beam



– Doppler shift in laser beam



– offset frequency of the reference laser beam



– force applied to end of the cantilever beam

 

– body force acting on a plate



– shear modulus



– plate or beam thickness



– thickness of delaminated section on the front side of beam



– thickness of delaminated section on the back side of beam




– convolution weights of the Savitzky-Golay differentiation filter



– intensity of the coinciding reference and object beams at the photo
detector of the laser vibrometer



– maximum possible intensity at the photo detector of the laser vibrometer



– length of beam



– distance from clamped end of beam to the start of the delaminated zone



– distance from clamped end of beam to the end of the delaminated zone



– length of the delaminated section of a composite beam



– difference in path length between the reference and object beams

  

– number of measurement points utilised within a numerical differentiation
technique

     – bending moments applied to a small plate element


– moment applied to end of the cantilever beam



– polynomial order utilised within a numerical differentiation technique



– total number of measurement points



– uniformly distributed load per unit area applied to a plate
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xxx


– Gram polynomial

  

– shear forces applied to a small plate element



– order of differential performed within a numerical differentiation
technique



– residual term of the governing differential equation for in-plane
displacement



– residual term of the governing differential equation for out-of-plane
displacement



– coefficient of determination of a least-squares-fit



– root mean standard deviation



– standard deviation



– time

  

– displacement field in the - and -axes, respectively (in-plane direction)



– displacement field in the -direction (out-of-plane direction)



– displacement error in the -axes



– fitted displacement in the -axes



– measured displacement in the -axes



– Eulerian displacement



– Lagrangian displacement



– object velocity in the direction of the laser beam

 

– spatial interval between measurement points

  

– spatial position of a particle  at the time 

  

– the particle located at a spatial position  at time 

      – engineering shear strains in -, - and - planes respectively


– mean centre of the surface shear strain



– estimate of the in-plane surface shear strain using a Savitzky-Golay
differentiating filter



– undamaged estimate of the in-plane shear surface strains using a leastsquares-fit

    

– coherence of measured displacement in -, - or -axes to the input
vibration voltage

      – normal strains in the -, - and -axes, respectively


– mean centre of the surface in-plane strain
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– estimate of the in-plane surface strain using a Savitzky-Golay
differentiating filter



– undamaged estimate of the in-plane surface strains using a least-squaresfit



– damage detection threshold of the displacement error algorithm



– beam curvature error between the estimated and expected beam curvature



– estimate of beam curvature using a Savitzky-Golay differentiating filter



– undamaged estimate of the in-plane surface strains using a least-squaresfit



– wavelength of the laser beam



– Poisson’s ratio for an isotropic material

  

– Poisson’s ratio for an anisotropic material in the - and -axes,
respectively

    

– normal stresses in the -, - and -axes, respectively

      – engineering shear stresses in -, - and - planes respectively


– phase difference between the reference and object beams

 

– damage detection threshold of the governing differential equation
algorithm



– damage detection threshold of the surface strain error algorithm

